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Abstract— Technical support call centres frequently receive several thousand customer queries on a daily basis. In olden 
days, so many organizations remove data related to customer details within a short period of time due to less storage of 
capacity. But in the recent years analysing the data is to identify customer patterns improve resolution and maximize daily 
closure rates. By using a Proof of Concept(PoC) end to end solution that utilizes requires the programming model, extended 
ecosystem and the big data analytics library for categorizing similar support calls for large technical support data sets. The 
solution is evaluated on a VMware support dataset. 
 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Now a day's different kinds of data generated in 
different organization, industries and other 
knowledge pools. it's all concerning higher Analytic 
on a broader spectrum of information, and so 
represents a chance to make even additional 
differentiation among trade peers. massive knowledge 
facts area unit each day creates 2.5 Quintilian bytes of 
data. massive knowledge similar to Small-data. but 
larger knowledge needs Techniques, Tools, 
Architecture; massive knowledge is over simply a 
knowledge Warehouse that needs to store/analysis 
massive volume of information. the amount huge 
knowledge is that the term for a set of information 
sets thus massive and complex that it becomes tough 
to method using available database management tools 
or ancient processing techniques. The challenges 
include capture, duration, storage, search, sharing, 
transfer, analysis, and visualization. The trend to 
larger data sets is thanks to the extra info derived 
from analysis of a single large set of related 
knowledge, the five myths. 

1. big knowledge is just about large knowledge 
Volume.  

2. big knowledge means that Hadoop.  
3. big knowledge means that structure and 

Unstructured information. 
4. big knowledge is for Social Media Feeds 

and Sentiment Analysis. 
5. No SQL. massive knowledge is that the 

opportunity to implementation insight from 
associate large volume, variety and speed of 
data, in context, beyond what was 
previously.  

The Hadoop could be a software framework, which 
means it is a number of components that were 
specifically designed to solve large scale distributed 
data storage, analysis and retrieval tasks. Not all of 
the Hadoop parts square measure necessary for an 
enormous knowledge resolution, and a few of these 
parts is replaced with different technologies that 

better complement a user's desires. One example is 
Map Reducer’s Hadoop distribution, which 
incorporates NFS as an alternative to HDFS, and 
offers a full random-access, read/write file system. 
Tools for giant knowledge wherever is that the 
process hosted is Distributed server/cloud, wherever 
knowledge is keep on Distributed Storage (eg: 
Amazon s3), wherever is that the programming model 
has Distributed process (Map Reduce), however data 
is keep and indexed is that the High performance 
schema free database. What operations square 
measure performed on the data was 
Analytic/Semantic process. To perform the clustering 
on Hadoop driver to use big knowledge sets such as 
face book, twitter, lance knowledge sets. 
Big data is the collection of large and complex 
datasets big data consists of both Structured and Non 
structured data. big data also facing some of the 
major Challenges like performance, assessment, 
Cluster Validity, cluster tendency and cluster 
partitioning. 
In recent years, there has been associate 
unprecedented increase within the quantity and 
variety of data generated worldwide. This increase in 
data, often mentioned as a “data tsunami”, is driven 
by the proliferation of social media along with a rise 
in mobile and networked devices (the web of Things), 
finance and online retail as well as advances within 
the physical and life sciences sectors. As evidence of 
this, the web micro blogging service Twitter, 
processes approximately12 TB of information per 
day, while Facebook receives more than five hundred 
million likes per day. Such vast datasets are 
commonly referred to as “Big Data”. 
Traditional distributed systems and databases aren't 
any longer appropriate to effectively capture, store, 
manage and analyse this knowledge and exhibit 
restricted quantifiability, finally knowledge 
warehouses aren't any longer ready to method whole 
datasets thanks to their huge size; thence the data 
keep in these solutions is not any longer statistically 
representative of the information from that it had 
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been extracted, creating the information analytics 
performed on that less reliable. Massive knowledge 
needs new architectures designed for quantifiability, 
resilience and economic data processing. 
As a result, massive processing and management 
(capturing and storing massive data) has gained vital 
attention in recent years e.g. the Map Reduce 
paradigm. but it's currently recognized that it's 
necessary to more develop platforms which will 
harness these technologies so as to achieve 
purposeful insight and to form additional abreast of 
business selections. The implementation information 
of knowledge of information} analytics on such 
datasets is often cited as massive data analytics. 
significantly, this has more been recognized within 
the technical support area of leading technology 
multinationals, as decision centres have begun to 
explore the applying of information analytics as how 
to contour the business and gain insight relating to 
customer’s expectations, a necessity in associate trade 
challenged by economic pressures and inflated 
competition.  
A finish to finish proof of thought resolution based 
mostly entirely on open supply elements is delineate 
which will be wont to method and analyse giant 
technical support datasets to categorize similar 
technical support calls and determine seemingly 
resolutions. The projected resolution utilises the 
Hadoop distributed processing platform, extended 
system and parallelised agglomeration techniques 
victimisation the driver library. it's envisaged that 
if such an answer was deployed in business 
environments with giant technical support datasets, 
updated on each day, it'd expedite case resolution and 
accuracy to maximise daily closure rates by providing 
similar case resolutions to workers once a brand new 
technical support case is received. If achieved, the 
reduction of resolution time would also ultimately aid 
technical support teams to increase client satisfaction 
and forestall churn. what is {more} this resolution 
may even be wont to determine the foremost 
problematic product options and highlight worker’s 
information gaps resulting in more directed workers 
coaching programmes. 
Research design and methodology: 
The proposed solution provides an end to end 
solution for conducting large scale analysis of 
technical support data using the open source Hadoop 
platform, components of the Hadoop Extended 
Ecosystem. 
 

Fig:1 Proposed open source end to end solution for analysing 
large technical suppurate. 

1.1. The Design of HDFS: 
HDFS is a file system designed for storing very large 
files with streaming data access patterns, running on 
clusters of commodity hardware. Let’s examine this 
statement in more detail: 
Very large files:“Very large” in this context means 
files that are hundreds of megabytes, gigabytes, or 
terabytes in size. There are Hadoop clusters running 
today that store petabytes of data. 
Streaming data accessHDFS is built around the idea 
that the most efficient data processing pattern is a 
write-once, read-many-times pattern. A dataset is 
typically generated or copied from source, then 
various analyses are performed on that dataset over 
time. Each analysis will involve a large proportion, if 
not all, of the dataset, so the time to read the whole 
dataset is more important than the latency in reading 
the first record. 
Commodity hardwareHadoop doesn’t require 
expensive, highly reliable hardware to run on. It’s 
designed to run on clusters of commodity hardware 
(commonly available hardware available from 
multiple vendors for which the chance of node failure 
across the cluster is high, at least for large clusters. 
HDFS is designed to carry on working without a 
noticeable interruption to the user in the face of such 
failure. It is also worth examining the applications for 
which using HDFS does not work so well. While this 
may change in the future, these are areas where 
HDFS is not a good fit today: 
Lots of small filesSince the name node holds files 
system metadata in memory, the limit to the number 
of files in a files system is governed by the amount of 
memory on the name node. As a rule of thumb, each 
file, directory, and block takes about 150 bytes. So, 
for example, if you had one million files, each taking 
one block, you would need at least 300 MB of 
memory. While storing millions of files is feasible, 
billions is beyond the capability of current hardware. 
Multiple writers, arbitrary file modifications 
Files in HDFS may be written to by a single writer. 
Writes are always made at the end of the file. There is 
no support for multiple writers, or for modifications 
at arbitrary offsets in the file. (These might be 
supported in the future, but they arelikely to be 
relatively inefficient.) 
1.2. Big Data Via the Three V’s 
Most definitions of big data focus on the size of data 
in storage. Size matters, but there are otherimportant 
attributes of big data, namely data variety and data 
velocity. The three Vs of big data (volume, variety, 
and velocity) constitute a comprehensive definition, 
and they bust the myth thatbig data is only about data 
volume. In addition, each of the three Vs has its own 
ramifications foranalytics.Data volume as a defining 
attribute of big data. 
It’s obvious that data volume is the primary attribute 
of big data. With that in mind, most people define big 
data in terabytes—sometimes petabytes. For example, 
a number of users interviewed by TDWI are 
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managing 3 to 10 terabytes (TB) of data for analytics. 
Yet, big data can also be quantified by counting 
records, transactions, tables, or files. Some 
organizations find it more useful to quantify big data 
in terms of time. For example, due to the seven-year 
statute of limitations in the U.S., many firms prefer to 
keep seven years of data available for risk, 
compliance, and legal analysis. 

 

 
Fig: 2The three V's of Big Data 

 
The scope of big data affects its quantification, too. 
For example, in many organizations, thedata collected 
for general data warehousing differs from data 
collected specifically for analytics.Different forms of 
analytics may have different data sets. Some analytic 
practices lead a businessanalyst or similar user to 
create ad hoc analytic data sets per analytic project. 
Then, there’s theentire enterprise, which in toothas its 
own, even larger scope of big data. 
 
1.3.Big data Technologies: 
There is a growing number of technologies used to 
aggregate, manipulate, manage, and analyze big data. 
We have detailed some of the more prominent 
technologies but this list is not exhaustive, especially 
as more technologies continue to be developed to 
support big data techniques, some of which we have 
listed.Big Table Proprietary distributed database 
system built on the Google File System.  
Business intelligence (BI). A type of application 
software designed to report, analyse, and present data. 
BI tools are often used to read data that have been 
previously stored in a data warehouse or data mart. BI 
tools can also be used to create standard reports that 
are generated on a periodic basis, or to display 
information on real-time management dashboards, 
i.e., integrated displays of metrics that measure the 
performance of a system. 
 An open source (free) database management system 
designed to handle huge amounts of data on a 
distributed system. This system was originally 
developed at Facebook and is now managed as a 
project of the Apache Software foundation. 
Cloud computing A computing paradigm in which 
highly scalable computing resources, often 
configured as a distributed system, are provided as a 
service through a network. 

Mart Data Subset of a data warehouse, used to 
provide data to users usually through business 
intelligence tools. 
Data Warehouse Specialized database optimized for 
reporting, often used for storing large amounts of 
structured data. Data is uploaded using ETL (extract, 
transform, and load) tools from operational data 
stores, and reports are often generated using business 
intelligence tools. 
Distributed system Multiple computers, 
communicating through a network, used to solve a 
common computational problem. 
Extract, transform, and load (ETL)Software tools 
used to extract data from outside sources, transform 
them to fit operational needs, and load them into a 
database or data warehouse. 
Google File System Proprietary distributed file 
system developed by Google; part of the inspiration 
for Hadoop. 
Hadoopan open source (free) software framework for 
processing huge datasets on certain kinds of problems 
on a distributed system. Its development was inspired 
by Google’s MapReduce and Google File System. It 
was originally developed at Yahoo! and is now 
managed as a project of the Apache Software 
Foundation. 
Map Reduce A software framework introduced by 
Google for processing huge datasets on certain kinds 
of problems on a distributed system. 
Metadata Data that describes the content and context 
of data files, e.g., means of creation, purpose, time 
and date of creation, and author. 
 
1.4. Apache Hadoop 
The Apache Hadoop software library is a framework 
that allows for the distributed processing of large data 
sets across clusters of computers using simple 
programming models. It is designed to scale up from 
single servers to thousands of machines, each offering 
local computation and storage. Rather than rely on 
hardware to deliver high-availability, the library itself 
is designed to detect and handle failures at the 
application layer, so delivering a highly-available 
service on top of a cluster of computers, each of 
which may be prone to failures.  
 
1.5.Mapreduce Paradigm 
Hadoop Map Reduce: A YARN-based system for 
parallel processing of large data sets. Map Reduce 
Hadoop implements Google’s Map Reduce, using 
HDFS Map Reduce divides applications into many 
small blocks of work on 1000’s of computer nodes 
around the cluster. 

 
Fig :3 Map Reduce 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1. File Systems 
A File is a collection of data. the lowest layer of the 
big data is the immensely successful Hadoop file 
system(HDFS).  
2.1.1. The Design of HDFS  
As the name suggests it is a distributed files system 
that can run on commodity hardware. 
DesignGoalsofHDFS 
In a large commodity hardware clusters, node failing 
is expected and it is the norm rather than the 
exception. The clusters can expand to thousands of 
nodes increasing the probability of some part of the 
cluster not working at a given time. One of the 
primary goals of HDFS is to be able to handle 
failing components and recover quickly.  
2.1.2. Large Data Sets 
Applications that run on HDFS have large data sets. 
A typical file in HDFS is gigabytes to terabytes in 
size. Thus, HDFS is tuned to support large files. It 
should provide high aggregate data bandwidth and 
scale to hundreds of nodes in a single cluster. It 
should support tens of millions of files in a single 
instance. 

      Sanjay Ghemawat, Howard Gobioff, and Shun-
Tak Leung [07] desribed We have designed and 
implemented the Google File System a scalable 
distributed file system for large distributed data-
intensive applications. It provides fault tolerance 
while running on inexpensive commodity hardware, 
and it delivers high aggregate performance to a large 
number of clients. While sharing many of the same 
goals as previous distributed file systems, our design 
has been driven by observations of our application 
workloads and technological environment, both 
current and anticipated, that reflect a marked 
departure from some earlier file system assumptions. 
This has led us to reexamine traditional choices and 
explore radically different design points. 
The file system has successfully met our storage 
needs. It is widely deployed within Google as the 
storage platform for the generation and processing 
of data used by our service as well as research and 
development efforts that require large data sets. The 
largest cluster to date provides hundreds of terabytes 
of storage across thousands of disks on over a 
thousand machines, and it is concurrently accessed 
by hundreds of clients. we present file system 
interface extensions designed to support distributed 
applications, discuss many aspects of our design, 
and report measurements from both micro-
benchmarks and real world use. 
Krishnakumar.K, Ganesh Karthikeyan.V[10] 
describes The Hadoop MapReduce is designed for 
Distributed and parallel processing to process very 
large data reliably, and to stream those data at very 
high bandwidth to user application. Hadoop 
Distributed File System (HDFS) and Map reduce 
paradigm provides a parallelization and distributed 

processing for its ease-of-use, analyzing 
unstructured and structured data. This provides 
scalability, reliable storage, and fault-tolerance. 
MapReduce specify Map and Reduce functions to 
make a huge task to parallelize and execute on a 
large cluster of Commodity machines. Here the 
immense of data is loaded in HDFS for data 
processing, evaluating, indexing, and resource 
utilization, less cost and high performance. 
 

2.2. Big Data cluster analysis: 
Cluster: a collection of data objects Cluster analysis 
classifies a set of observations into two or more 
mutually exclusive unknown groups based on 
combinations of interval variables. The purpose of 
cluster analysis is to discover a system of organizing 
observations, usually people, into groups. where 
members of the groups share properties in common. 
It is cognitively easier for people to predict behavior 
or properties of people or objects based on group 
membership, all of whom share similar properties. It 
is generally cognitively difficult to deal with 
individuals and predict behavior or properties based 
on observations of other behaviours or properties. 
2.2.1.Major Clustering Approaches 

• Partitioning algorithms: Construct various 
partitions and then evaluate them by        
some criterion 

• Hierarchy algorithms: Create a hierarchical 
decomposition of the set of data (or objects) 
using some criterion 

• Density-based: based on connectivity and 
density functions 

• Grid-based: based on a multiple-level 
granularity structure 

• Model-based: A model is hypothesized for 
each of the clusters and the idea is to find the 
best fit of that model to each other 

Somesh S Chavadi, Dr. Asha T [13], Clustering 
model that run on Hadoop to process big data. To 
optimize the performance of big data analysis by 
integrating clustering and classification concepts 
with map reduce paradigm of Hadoop architecture.  
Ankit Darji, Dinesh Wag Hela [02] Clustering is a 
process of organizing data active research subject in 
many fields, to active results of clustering machine 
learning and data-mining. Issues of Parallel Power 
Iteration Clustering of failure of node during 
execution that can be easily handle by Hadoop 
platform and there is no loss of data.Knowing the 
new clustering Algorithm, example Density-based 
methods (e.g. DBSCAN) as follows:  
1. Introduction.  
2. Main Method Power Iteration Clustering.  
3. Parallel power iteration clustering.  
4. Hadoop introduction (HDFS).  
5. Comparison of Performance output.  
6. Results. The Clustering approach different data 
are systems more robust and avoid node failure here 
we use Hadoop platform using Map-Reduce.  
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Vadivel.M, Raghunath.V, [15]Hierarchical 
clustering has become increasingly popular in recent 
years as an effective strategy for tackling large scale 
data clustering problems overcomes by Map Reduce 
and Hadoop. To reduce the memory requirement for 
the large size of data sets used at Hierarchical 
clusters and Map Reduce programming model. 
Using hierarchical clustering algorithms with Map-
Reduce, a parallel processing framework over 
clusters. An efficient hierarchical clustering method 
of mining large datasets with Map-Reduce. Two 
optimization techniques are Batch Updating to 
reduce the computational time and communication 
costs among cluster nodes. To reduce the memory 
requirement for the large size of features. 
 

2.3.Mapreduce And Hadoop 
MapReduce is a framework that allows certain kinds 
of problems particularly thoseinvolving large data 
sets to be computed using many computers. Problems 
suitablefor processing with MapReduce must usually 
be easily split into independent subtasksthat can be 
processed in parallel. In parallel computing such 
problems as known asembarrassingly parallel and are 
ideally suited to distributed programming. 
MapReducewas introduced by Google and is inspired 
by the map and reduce functions infunctional 
programming languages such as Lisp. In order to 
write a MapReduce program,one must normally 
specify a mapping function and a reducing function. 
Themap and reduce functions are both specified in 
terms of data the is structured inkey-value pairs. The 
power of MapReduce is from the execution of many 
map taskswhich run in parallel on a data set and these 
output the processed data in intermediatekey-value 
pairs. Each reduce task only receives and processes 
data for oneparticular key at a time and outputs the 
data it processes as key-value pairs. Hence, 
MapReduce in its most basic usage is a distributed 
sorting framework. MapReduce isattractive because it 
allows a programmer to write software for execution 
on a computingcluster with little knowledge of 
parallel or distributed computing. Hadoopis a free 
open source MapReduce implementation and is 
developed by contributorsfrom across the world. The 
version used in this project is 0.18.1. Hadoop 
scaleswell to many thousands of nodes and can 
handle petabytes of data.  
The Hadooparchitecture has two main parts: 
Basically HDFS can be used to store large amounts of 
data andthe MapReduce engine is capable of 
processing that data.A related sub-project of Hadoop, 
HBase database which runs on top of HDFS hasarisen 
out of the need to process very large databases in the 
petabyte range. HBaseis a column oriented 
distributed database based on Google’s  is designedto 
run on top of Hadoop providing input and output for 
MapReduce jobs. Thiscan be compared to pairing 
Hadoop with a common database management 
system such as MySQL. 

2.3.1 Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) 
HDFS is a pure Java file system designed to handle 
very large files. Similar totraditional filesystems, 
Hadoop has a set commands for basic tasks such as 
deletingfiles, changing directory and listing files. The 
files are stored on multiple machinesand reliability is 
achieved by replicating across multiple machines. 
However, this is not directly visible to the user it and 
appears as though the filesystem exists on asingle 
machine with a large amount of storage. By default, 
the replication factor is3 of which at least 1 node 
must be located on a different rack from the other 
two.Hadoop is designed to be able to run on 
commodity class hardware. The need forRAID 
storage on nodes is eliminated by the replication.. 
 
2.3.2 MapReduce Engine 
The Hadoop mapreduce engine consists of a job 
tracker and one or many task trackers. A mapreduce 
job must be submitted to a job tracker which then 
splits the job intotasks handled by the task trackers. 
HDFS is a rack aware filesystem and will tryto 
allocate tasks on the same node as the data for those 
tasks. If that node is notavailable for the task, then the 
task will be allocated to another node on the 
samerack. This has the effect of minimizing network 
traffic on the cluster back bone andincreases overall 
efficiency. 

 Kathleen Ericson, Shrideep allickara, [09] 
Application in fields such as pattern recognition, data 
mining, bioinformatics, and recommendation 
systems. To evaluate the performance of clustering 
algorithms and classification algorithms supported by 
Mahout and Hadoop. In Recommendation algorithms 
in Mahout Ability to enter a dormant state between 
rounds of execution should mean a drastic increase in 
performance for a recommender system. Application 
in fields such as pattern recognition, data mining, 
bioinformatics, and recommendation systems.  
 
III. MOTIVATION 
 
Big data is not equal to Hadoop. Hadoop is just its 
subset. There are much more areas and particular 
items being part of area discover data in place.   
1. New technology has emerged that discovers, 

indexes, searches, and navigates diverse sources 
of big data.  

2.  Hadoop is a collection of open source 
capabilities.  Two of the most prominent ones are 
Hadoop File System for storing a variety of 
information and map reduce – a parallel 
processing engine.  

3. Data warehouses also manage big data- the 
volume of structured data is growing quickly.  
The ability to run deep analytic queries on huge 
volumes of structured data is a big data problem.   

4. It requires massive parallel processing data 
warehouses and purpose-built appliances for 
deep analytics.  Big data isn’t just at rest – it’s 
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also in motion.  Streaming data represents an 
entirely different big data problem – the ability to 
quickly analyze and act upon data while it’s still 
moving.   

5. This new technology opens a world of 
possibilities – from processing volumes of data 
that were just not practical to store, to detecting 
insight and responding quickly.  As much of the 
worlds big data is unstructured and in textual 
content, text analytics is a critical component to 
analyze and derive meaning from text.   

6. Integration and governance technology 
establishes the veracity of big data, and is critical 
in determining whether information is trusted.  
The reason that big data is currently a hot topic is 
partly due to this technology.   

 
IV. OPEN PROBLEMS 
 
The main motive to find a complete solution that 
finds an answer for the following problems 
 Limited data storage:  The traditional distributed 

systems and databases are no longer suitable 
effectively capture, store, manage and analyze 
this data and exhibit limited scalability. 

 How to improve Work load distribution? 
 How to store the large datasets? 
  The Data analytics: The implementation of data 

analytics on such datasets is commonly referred 
to as big data analytics. Data mining is currently 
used across a wide range of industries to aid 
organisations in optimising their business, reduce 
risks and increase profitability.  

 Economy: Reduce the economy in the large 
datasets than old technologies. The analysis of 
Big Data involves multiple distinct phases which 
include these phases introduces challenges. 
Heterogeneity, scale, timeliness, complexity and 
privacy are certain challenges of big data mining. 

 
4.1. Heterogeneity and Incompleteness 
Data can be both structured and unstructured. 80% of 
the data generated by organizations are unstructured. 
They are highly dynamic and does not have particular 
format. It may exist in the form of email attachments, 
images, pdf documents, medical records, X rays, 
voice mails, graphics, video, audio etc. and they 
cannot be stored in row/ column format as structured 
data. Transforming this data to structured format for 
later analysis is a major challenge in big data 
mining.Incomplete data creates uncertainties during 
data analysis and it must be managed during 
dataanalysis. Doing this correctly is also a challenge. 
Incomplete data refers to the missing of datafield 
values for some samples.  
 
4.2. Scale and complexity 
Managing large and rapidly increasing volumes of 
data is a challenging issue. Traditionalsoftware tools 
are not enough for managing the increasing volumes 

of data. Data analysis,Computer Science & 
Information Technology (CS & IT) 135organization, 
retrieval and modeling are also challenges due to 
scalability and complexity of datathat needs to be 
analysed. 
 
4.3. Timeliness 
As the size of the data sets to be processed increases, 
it will take more time to analyse. In somesituations, 
results of the analysis are required immediately. For 
example, if a fraudulent credit cardtransaction is 
suspected, it should ideally be flagged before the 
transaction is completed bypreventing the transaction 
from taking place at all. Obviously a full analysis of a 
user’s purchasehistory is not likely to be feasible in 
real time. So we need to develop partial results in 
advance sothat a small amount of incremental 
computation with new data can be used to arrive at a 
quickdetermination 

 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
The main aim of this work is complete open source 
solution for processing and categorisation of similar 
service calls within large technical supports datasets 
to allow for identification of similar calls with 
potential for faster resolution. Future work will 
examine alternative text vectorisation methods to TD 
and TD-IDF to further improve the quality of the 
clustering results and to consider word collocation. 
Additionally, orchestration tools could be considered 
to automate the steps required to identify related 
support calls. 
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